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StMflVRY

The Rßsearch Laboratories of the United Aircraft Corporation are conducting
under the subject contract an experimental and theoretical investigation of the
physical mechanisms involved in the electrical breakdown of gases by intense optical
radiation. The focused high-intensity optical frequency beam from a Q-spoiled ruby
or neodymium laser is used to cause electrical breakdown in a test gas, and the
ionization produced is examined as a function of the gas, pressure, volume within
which the breakdown occurs, and frequency of radiation. With both ruby and neodymium
radiation,for the gases studied breakdown in air was observed to require the highest
field strength with successively lower field strengths required for breakdown in neon,
helium, and argon.
Studies have been carried out to examine the attenuation of the laser beam by
the breakdown plasma. For beam intensities slightly above the breakdown threshold,
it is observed with both ruby and neodymium incident rediation that more than half
of the laser beam energy can be absorbed in the plasma produced by the breakdown
and that over 90^ attenuation of the laser beam can occur at later times in the
optical puise.
Messurements of the attenuation of an optical beam by the breakdown plasma at
times subsequent to the incident giant pulse have been made using the cw beam from
a helium-neon iaser. These measurements show that the same 90^ absorption observed
wi'Vh the incident pulse is obtained with a cw beam for times of the order of milliseconds
after the formation of the plasma. This indicates that the breakdown plasmas produced
nave an extremely long lifetime and that losses are small in the afterglow plasma.
Measurements have been made to examine the effects of diffusion-like losses on
the breakdown threshold by varying the focal volume within which the breakdown is
formed. For all of the gases studied it was observed that the breakdown threshold
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electric field strength with both ruby and neodyrnium radiation is inversely related
to the dimensions of the breakdown region; i.e., breakdown within small focal volumes
requires a larger optical frequency electric field than is necessary for larger
volumes. These measurements have been made for gas pressures varying from atmospheric
to 2000 psi, and at all pressures the same effect is noted. The observed volume
dependent breakdown threshold implies that even at pressures as high as 2000 psi
diffusion-like losses are a dominant mechanism in the development of optical frequency
breakdown, a result not considered in existing theories of the optical breakdown process.
In the experiments with neodyrnium irradiation, for the larger focal volumes with
both helium and argon a pronounced minimum is present in the breakdown electric
field vs. pressure curves. With ruby irradiation no minimum is observed for helium
and that for argon is less distinct and shifted to higher pressures. Using the
breakdown data obtained with" ruby and neodymium laser irradiation, the frequency
dependence of the breakdown threshold was evaluated. For either argon, helium, or
air the lower frequency neodymium radiation gives a lower breakdown threshold than
with ruby at low pressures. At high pressures the neodymium data approaches (helium)
or crosses (argon) that for ruby as a result of the minimum observed with neodymium;
for air the ratio of the neodymium to ruby breakdown threshold remains approximately
constant over the pressure range studied.
Theoretical studies have been carried out which show that existing classical
models of the breakdown process a^e not adequate to explain the phenomena observed
at optical frequencies. Multiple photon theories recently proposed are unable to
predict the magnitude of the E field required for breakdown or the pressure and
volume dependence obtained experimentally. Calculations of the inverse bremsstrahlung
cascade theory of the breakdown process have been carried out for optical frequencies
where the photon energy is greater than the classically calculated electron oscillation
energy and show that an electron exchanges energy with the applied electromagnetic
field in increments of the photon energy. This result differs in kind from that
obtained using the classical microwave theory and offers an experimental test to
examine the validity of the inverse bremsstrahlung model.

INTRODUCTION

The interaction of extremely high-intensity optical frequency electromagnetic radiation with gas atoms has been accessible for experimental study only with recent development
of high-powered lasers. Studies of gas breakdown by optical frequency radiation were
initiated at the Unit«! Aircraft Research Laboratories early in 1962, These Corporatesponsored investigations demonstrated that breakdown at optical frequencies occurs in
many gases at field strengths which can be easily achieved by optical lasers, A
pulsed ruby laser was used for the initial studies, and the optical field strength required for breakdown was investigated as a function of gas pressure in ergon and helium.
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It was determined that field strengths of the order 01 10 volts per centimeter were
required for breakdown and that electron densities grt.. ..er than lO-*-' electrons per
cm-5 were produced in the resulting breakdown plasma. Under the joint ' :onsorship
of the Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Office of Naval Research, and the
Department of Defense [Contract Nonr-4299(00)] , gas breakdown studies In air were
undertaken. The field strengths required for breakdown In air were larger even
than those required for helium or argon, indicating that gabeb of a molecular nature
possess energy loss mechanisms in addition to those characteristic of monatomic gases»,
It was also observe! that a significant attenuation of the optical beam, in many
casec exceeding 50^7 pay be produced by the breakdown plasma formed,, Direct electron
stripping, single or multiple photon absorption, Compton collisions,, or conventional
microwave breakdowr. theory do not adequately account for the breakdown phenomena
observed, and it w&.s proposed that the quantum mechanical process of inverse
bremsstrahlung is the mechanism responsible for breakdown at optical frequencies.
Ihese results have been reported in the Proceedings of the Sixth International
Conference on lonlzation Phenomena in Gases, Paris, France, July 8-13, 1963; Physical
Review Letters, Vol. 11, No. 9, November 1963; Physical Review Letters, Vol. 13,
No. 1, July 1964j and the Final Report C920088-2, under Office of Naval Research
Contract Nonr-1+299(00).
Under the prefent subject contract, further studies of the threshold electric
field strength required for breakdown as a function of pressure in diiferent gases,
the effect of focal spot size on threshold field strength, the frequency dependence
of the breakdown threshold, and the attenuation of the laser radiation by the
breakdown plasma are being conducted to more fully define the nature of the breakdown
mechanisms at optical frequencies.

RESEARCH PROGRAM
Apparatus
The high-intensity light source used in these studies is a Q-spoiled laser beam
produced by the laser system shown schematically in Fig. 1. Both ruby and neodymium
lasers have been employed in order to examine the frequency dependence of the
breakdown. The Brewster-anglea laser rod, either ruby or neodymium, is positioned
in an optical cavity formed by the two dielectric mirrors, and a Kerr cell-polarizer
shutter is used to alter the cavity Q to produce a single giant pulse of approximately
20 Mwatts peak power from the laser system. The output laser beam is focused by
a lens which forms one window of a cell containing the test gas. The test cell,
constructed of stainless steel with Teflon gaskets, is designed for both vacuum
and high-pressure use and permits the study of a variety of gases under high-purity
conditions at pressures up to 2000 psi, A set of charge collection electrodes is
located within the test cell to measure the lonlzation produced in the breakdown, and
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apertuia windows are provided in the cell to permit both visual observation of the
breakdown and photomultiplier measurements of the breakdown luninosity time history.
An extension port was Incorporated into the high-pressure cell to accommodate
different focal length lenses for the studies of the focal volume dependence of the
breakdown.
In order to interpret the results obtained, measurements have been mde of the
output giant pulse shape, energy, and beam divergence. An ITT photodlode with a
0.35 nsec rise time was used to observe the time history of the laser pulse. The
output from the diode was fed directly into a Tektronix 319 oscilloscope., giving an
over-all system response time of 0.^+5 nsec. A photograph of a typical output pulse
from the ruby and neodymium laser systems is shown in Fig. 2. Measurements with a
high-sensitivity photomultiplier system having a response time of less than 2 nsec
were carried out using a much slower oscilloscope sweep speed, and adjustments made
in the operating conditions of the laser such that any output other than the single
giant pulse was at a power level less than 1% of the giant pulse. This was done to
insure that the breakdown under study was the result of the single giant pulse ana
not the accumulated effect of a sequence of pulses. As seen in Fig. 2, both the
ruby and the neodymium giant pulses have a roughly triangular shape with half-widths
of 20 and 50 nsec, respectively.
The calibration system shown in Fig. 1 was used to measure the laser giant
pulse energy and wave shape for every shot. Partially reflecting mirrors reflect
a portion of the output beam onto the photodlode and a calorimeter to determine the
pulse time history aud beam energy. The calorimeter reading was calibrated in terms
of the transmitted beam energy by the use of a second reference calorimeter located
directly in the transmitted output beam. The laser beam power was then calculated
for each shot from these measurements of laser time history and total energy.
The laser beam output in the giant pulse mode is not fully collimated but, in
fact, has a small divergence. For the laser beam diameters used in these experiments,
the focusing is not diffraction limited, and from geometric optics, a lens will focus
this slightly divergent beam to a focal diameter given by the product of the lens
focal length and angle of divergence, d = ff?. The divergence is first determined
from the diameter of the focal spot produced with an extremely long focal length
lens. For these measurements, the laser beam is attenuated to the point that the
focused beam intensity is just below that necessary to record on a piece of exposed
Polaroid film.. By then removing an attenuation of p0^ from the beam, the signal at
every point is doubled and the half-power point of the incident focused beam i" at
the recording threshold of the film. The diameter of the film image is then the
diameter at half power of the focused laser beam. From the half-power diameter and
the l^ns focal length, the laser beam divergence can then be calculated. Using this
procedure, beam divergences of U,5 milliradians and 3»0 milliradians were obtained
for the ruby and neodymium lasers, respectively. From the laser pulse power and
divergence and the focal length of the lenses used in the breakdown experiments, the
beam power density of the radiation was determined, and using Poynting's theoreiry
the optical frequency electric field at the lens focus was calculated.
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Charge Collection Studies
A pair of charge collection electrodes, shown In Fig. 1, were located within
the high-pressure cell on either side of the breakdown region and were used to
measure the ionizatlon produced in the breakdown. The electrical circuit used for
these measurements is shown in Fig. 3. A 90-volt potential source, shunted by a
series of capacitors for high-current response, was connected to each of the
electrodes, one positive and the other negative. Using a type Z differential
amplifier with a Tektronix 551 dual beam oscilloscope, the number of electrons and
ions collected, respectively, at the positive and negative electrodes were observed
across the 1 microfarad capacitors sho-äa in the circuit. As shown in Fig. 3, electrons
and ions of the order of 10 ^ Ion pairs were collected from the breakdown plasma at
atmospheric pressure. The charge collected was observed to decrease with increasing
pressure, most likely due to increased recombination at the higher pressure. From
Fig. 3i electron and ion collection occur simultaneously, indicating that free
diffusion is not important in the charge separation process.
Absorption by a Breakdown Plasma
In the course of the gas breakdown studies carried out under Contract Nour-^299(00),
it was observed that when breakdown occurs the transmitted laser radiation is severely
attenuated during the later portions of the laser optical pulse. Studies cf this
attenuation were carried out, and it was established that the energy removed from the
optical beam was not scattered at the laser frequency or reradiated by excited atoms
but instead was truly absorbed by the breakdown plasma.
Under the present contract, investigations have been made of the attenuation of
1.06^. neodymium laser radiation by the breakdown plasma using the apparatus shown in
Fig. k. Photoraultiplier A, shown in the figure, was used to observe the transmitted
radiation. The monitor photomultiplier (B) was used to determine that the incident
laser pulse remained constant for each firing and was not affected by the occurrence
of breakdown. When no breakdown occurred, the transmitted beam had the time history
of the upper trace in Fig. k, a wave shape identical to that observed oy photomultiplier
(B). When breakdown did occur, while the wave trace of the monitor photomultiplier
remained unchanged, the transmitted radiation observed by photomultiplier A was
severely attenuated after the first 6 to 10 nsec, as shown by the lower trace in
Fig. k. For these experiments the beam power is slightly above the breakdown threshold
for the argon test gas, and over one half of the one-jouie incident optical energy is
removed from the transmitted beam. At times shortly after the initiation of the
breakdown, approximately 90^ of the incident radiation is being withdrawn from the
transmitted beam by the plasma, a result which parallels that observed previously
with ruby radiation.
As shown in Fig. k, during the later portions of the incident giant optical
pulse, less than 10% of the incident radiation is transmitted through the breakdown
plasma. Measurements have been made of the attenuation of .6328 ^ helium-neon laser
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radiation by the breakdown plasma to examine this effect at CIKSPH subsequent to the
incident giant laser pulse. Using the optical configuration shown in Fig. 3, the
helium-neon laser beam was directed through the breakdown plasma at right angles to
the incident giant pulse beam and the transmitted fraction of the helium-neon beam
detected by a photc-multlplier to record only .6328 /1 radiation. A series of
measurements were carried out with the breakdown plasma produced by the neodymium
laser pulse in argon at a series of pressures froü atmospheric pressure to 500 psl„
The results obtained at U80 psi are as shown In Fig. 9, Mien breakdown occurs the
helium-neon beam is attenuated by the same 90^ as the incident giant pulse, and
the attenuation was observed to persist for a time of several milliseconds compared
with the 25 nsec duration of the initiating giant laser pulse. Shis result, coupled
with framing camera photographs of the breakdown luminosity, shows that the breakdown
plasma has an extremely long lifetime and indicates a low rate of energy loss from
the afterglow plasma. In many cases severe fluctuations in the attenuation were
observed during the absorption of the helium-neon beam by the afterglow plasma. In
some instances this absorption may decrease to nearly zero for a tenth of a microsecond
and then return to the earlier value of 80 to 90^. The cause of these fluctuations is
not fully understood but may be related to either reflection of the helium-neon beam
by the plasma regl .1 or changes in the Vnape of the afterglow plasma as a function
of time. Further studies of these effects will be carried out coupling the heliumneon beam attenuation measurements with framing camera measurements of the growth and
configuration of the intial breakdown and of the afterglow plasma.
Pressure Dependence of Breakdown Threshold
In the course of the charge collection experiments, it was observed that below
a certain threshold laser power neither charge production nor the visible discharge
at the lens focus was observed and that this breakdown threshold changed with pressure.
A systematic sVa»Iy of the pressure dependence of the breakdown threshold was carried
out in air, argon, helium, and neon over pressures ranging from atmospheric pressure
to 2000 psi. The results of these studies with boxh ruby and neodymium laser
irradiation are shown in Fig, 6. In the figure, the stre^igth of the optical frequency
electric field of the focused laser beams at threshold is plotted as a function o10
pressure for the several gases. The rras electric field was obtained by equating the
Poynting theorem e:T>ression for electromagnetic energy flow to the experimentally
atermlned laser power flux in the focused beam; i.e.,€E rmsC7rf2{*-)2 = — , where C
Is the energy ar.1 r the half-width of the laser pulse. As observe! in Fig. 2f the
giant pulse for both the ruby and neodymium lasers are roughly triangular in shape,
and the rms E field thus determined is that associated with peak lacer beam intensity.
The data shown in Fig, 6 was obtained using a 3 cm focal length lens in the highpressure cell (see Fig. l), and for each of the gases studied, the breakdown threshold
is observed to decrease with pressure leveling off at the higher pressures. Argon
has the lowest ionization potential {13*1 eV) of the gases studied and, with both ruby
and neodymium irradiation, required the least electric field for breakdown. Neon and
Helium with ionization potentials of 22 and Pk eV, respectively, have substantially
higher breakdown thresholds, with that for neon lying slightly above the threshold for
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helium. This result differs from that obtained previously by Tonlinson;^ however,
his recently reported results show the higher breakdown threshold for neon as
obtained here.
Focal Volume Dependence of Breakdown
To determine whether the development of breakdown is controlled by the balance
between losses associated with the small volume of the breakdown region and the rate
of energy addition or limited only by the rate of addition of energy by the focused
beam, experiments were carried out to examine the focal volume dependence of the
breakdown threshold, A breakdown threshold independent of volume would indicate that
only the radiation interaction is important, while a volume dependence would show
the presence of diffusion-like losses which must be taken into account in the
theoretical Interpretation of the results obtained.
Experimentally, the plasma is initially formed within the reglo . of the intense
focused beam, a cylindrical volume of diameter, d a fQf and length,^ =(v^-1)—n^,
where f is the lens focal length, 8 the laser beam divergence, »03 Ji the laser beam
diameter. The volume of the focal region Is then given by Vs—-^ U/S-l) , the
boundaries of :hls volume corresponding to the half-power points of the focused
radiation. To test the effects of diffusion-like losses on the development of
breakdown, measurements were made of the breakdown threshold as a function of the
initial plasma formation volume. Since the laser beam divergence and diameter
remained constant from pulse to pulse, the focal volume was conveni.Tntly changed by
using different focal length lenses to focus +he laser radiation. The experiments
to examine the focal volume dependence of the threshold were carried out using the
neodymium and ruby laser pulses to produce breakdown in argon, helium, air,, and neon
at a series of pressures from atpospheric pressure to 2000 psi using lenses with
focal lengths from 3 cm to 15 cm. The results obtained are chown In Figs. 7, 8, and
9, A characteristic length associated with diffusion-like losses is the diffusion
length, A , which for a cylindrical volume is given byp= ij-)2 + if-)2 , and th^
breakdown thresholds for argon, helium, air, and neon are shown in Fig, 7 as a
function of this parameter. As indicated above, if dlffuslon-llke losses are not
important in the development of the breakdown, the threshold should be independent
of A . It is apparent from the figure, however, that this is not the case; breakdown
within small focal volumes (small A ) requires several times the threshold field
strength as for the larger volumes si
studied. From Fig. 1, the breakdown varies with
the diffusion length as E ^ A'U^ over
ovei the range of focal Jengths used, and experimentally
the slope is the same for all of the gases studied. Some leveling off of this slope is
observed for the largest focal volumes, and further studies are planned to extend the
measurements to still larger diffusion lengths. The results obtained indicate that
diffusion-like losses are definitely involved in the development of breakdown, and
from the finite slope of the curves, the loss-free ( A.-•CO) breakdown threshold for
the gases studied :ies at still lower electric field strengths. As a result, the
magnitude and nature of the diffusion-like losses must be know« in order to develop
an adequate theoretical prediction of the experimental breakdown threshold.
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The breakdown threshold due to neodymium and ruby laser irradiation as a
function of pressure for different focal length lenses are shown in Figs, 8 and 9
for helium, argon, and air, the curves labeled by the appropriate diffusion length.
It la observed experimentally that ¥ith neodymium Irradiation for the larger focal
volumes with both helium and argon a pronounced minimum is present in the breakdown
electric field vs. pressure. With A = 9.2 x lO'^ cm, the threshold minimum occurs
at approximately ^ x 10 mm Hg for helium and for argon at 2.5 x 10* mm Hg, No
minimum is apj-arent in the breakdown data for the shorter focal length lenses. For
air the minimum is not so distinct and, if present, lies at still higher pressures.
With ruby Irradiation, no minlmum is observed in either the air or helium breakdown
threshold curves, and that for argon is less distinct and is shifted to higher
pressures (- 7 x ICT nan Hg).
In the course of these experiments it was observed that the breakdown location
for the larger focal length lenses occurred at a distance downstream from the focus,
particularly at the highest pressures. For example, with the 15 cm focal length
lens at a gas pressure of 2000 psi, the breakdown occurred at approximately 17 cm
from the lens. It was also observed that with the long focal length lenses
frequently more- than one breakdown developed along the beam axis. Further studies
of these phenomena are being undertaken to determine their causes and their effect
on the development of breakdown.
Frequency Dependence of Breakdown
From the breakdown data obtained with the ruby and neodymium laser irradiation,
the frequency dependence of the breakdown threshold can be obtained. The ruby and
neodymium laser beams have different divergences, and in determining the frequency
dependence, the breakdown threshold must be compared for equal values of the diffusion
length parameter, A . Shown in Fig. 10 are the breakdown thresholds for argon, helium,
and air with ruby and neodymium irradiation for a A of 2,k x 10*3 em. The lower
frequency neodymium pulse gives a lewer breakdown threshold than for ruby at low
pressures, the ratio between the thresholds being approximately 1,8 at atmospheric
pressure. At high pressures the neodymium data approaches (helium's or crosses (argon)
that for ruby as a result of the minimum observed with neodymium. For the breakdown
of air, as shown in Fig. 10, the ratio of the neodymium to ruby breakdown threshold
reaains approximately constant over the pressure range studied.

THEOBISS OF OPTICAL FRBSiUMCY BREAKDOWN

A number of papers have recently been published proposing theories to explain
the electrical breakdown of gases by optical frequency radiation. For completeness,
both these theories and those proposed earlier-^ will be discussed in order to
evaluate the present status of the theoretical understanding of optical frequency
breakdown.

a
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Direct Electron Stripping
From PiftB. 6 to 10, the breakdown threshold optical frequency electric fields
range from 10° to 10* volts per cm depending on gas and pressure- and such high fields
might distort the eoaloaib atomic field sufficiently that the electron is no longer
bound. For hydrogen the binding field experienced by the ground state electron ia
E = -£-%, vhere a0 is the radius of the first Bohr orbit. This field is 5«8 x 10^
/olts^er cm^ and it is evident that the breakdown field strength of even lo'*' volts
per cm are not large enough to result in direct electron stripping.
At some atomic radius, however, the applied field is greater than the coulomb
bidding field,- resulting in a potential maximum with a decrease in potential at
still greater radii. At only 10
cm from the nucleus, the potential ie such that
the ground state electron may tunnel through this potential maximum. (10"" cm is
considerably less than the wavelength of the radiation used, so that the uniform
field approximation is a valid one.) Estimates of the rate of Ionisation by this
process have been made by Bunkin and Prokefov,5 and their calculations show that
field strengths of several times 10" volts per cm would be . equired. These field
strengtus are one to two orders of magnitude larger than deterriined experimentally
for breakdownj, and this, therefore, does rot appear to be the rate-limiting pr ess
in the breakdown.
Cofspton Collision Energy Transfer
Electrons in the gas can receive energy from the incident radiation by Compton
collisions with photons in Uie laser beam. Averaging over all angles the differential
Coarpton cross section times the energy transfer per collision for the low-energy
photons itv<<fT\K, ) considered here, the power transferred to an electron by this
process is given by

Pc = fo2 h.^ C -^
where r0 1^ the classical electron radius. For the conditions of breakdo»m Pc is
approximately 2 x 10"^ ev/sec electron. The breakdown occurs in a time of the order
of 10*" sec, and an energy transfer of 2 x 10"° eV per electron is certainly not
sufficient to cause the ionization of gases whose ionization potentials range from
13 to 2^+ eV.
Photoi^uization and Multiple Photon Absorption
The energy of the ruby and neodymium laser photons is 1,78 eV and 1,17 eV%
respectively. The gases studied in the breakdown experiments require from 13 to
2h eV for ionization and from 10 to 20 eV even for excitation. As a result, it is
not possible for direct photoionizatior to cause the ionization observed,,
It is possible that an atom could absorb either sequen-lally or simultaneouoly
a number of photons and become Ionized by some form of multiphoton process. In
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sequential multiphoton absorpsion, an election Initially in the groiind state is raised
to a virtual state which peraists for a time of the order of 10"*-^ to 10'^3 seconds.
During this time a second photon can be absorbed, raising the atom to a still higher
virtual state. By a euccefASion of such absorptions the electron could reach the first
excited state from which, by further multiple photon ab^orpt-1 .iS or photoionization to
higher energy levels, the ionised state is eventuall' vf^e^.dd. However, to reach even
the lowest lying levels of argon and helium would -.p^u-Ve, respectivBly, 7 and 12
successive photon absorptions. Assuming even a IQ# probability for each absorption
process, this would imply a 10? order difference between the intensities of the laser
radiation required for breakdown in argon and aeliur5. The experimentally observed
ratio of laser beam intensities is only a facto1- of three, and on this >asis, sequential
multiple photon absorption will not account ior the development of optical frequency
breakdown.

6

Gold and Bebb have carried out a semi-classical calculation of multiphoton
absorption in the noble gases, Ihey calculate the transition probability for the
simultaneous absorption of the nuipber of photons required to ionize the atom and
under ruby irradiation for Xe, Kr, Ar, Ne, and He req\iire the absorption of 7, 8, 9, 13,
and Ik photons, respectively. The predominant terms in their calculated transition
probabilities are the contribution of high-order "near resonant" absorption steps.
It is poiutod out in the paper that, because of the high-order dependence of the
absorption on photon flux for such processes, even gross errors in the matrix elements
calculated will not materially affect the predicted breaicdown threshold. The calculated
breakdown thresholds, however, are three orders of magnitude larger than obtained
experimentally. Gold and Bebb argue that photon fluxes several orders of magnitude
larger than the average measured value may be present in the beam due to multiple
axial mode mixing. Due to the different divergences associated with such axial modes
and the aberations of the simple spherical lenses used, the different axial modes will
not be preserved at -ehe lens focus but instead will be smeared out within the focal
volume. The
\eared-out modes can locally interfere in the focused beam, but such
interference AS more accurately described as fluctuations in the local photon density.
Such fluctuations, for an interference type phenomenon, occur within a volume of the
order of the wavelength cubed. Because of the large photon density in the focused
beam, in a volume of X3 these fluctuations are less than one per cent, of the average
photon density, and it would appear that the intensity variations of two to three
orders of magnitude suggested in the article by Gold and Bebb do not occur. Because
of a set of strongly coupled levels in neon, Gold and Bebb calculate that neon should
break down more easily than argon even though its Ionisation potential is considerably
greater than that of argon. The ratio they calculate for the threshold electric field
required for neon to that of argon is approximately 0.8. As shown in Fig. 6, neon
experimentally has a higher breakdown threshold than argon over the entire pressure
range studied (of the order of 1.7 times greater), and it does not appear that the
multiphoton theory of Gold and Bebb is a valid description of optical frequency
breakdown.
7
Tozer' has also proposed a multiphoton absorption theory in which the statistics
of photon density fluctuations in the irradiating beam are taken into account. Tbis
10
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differs from the situation proposed by Gold and Bebb in that the fluctuations
considered here are not within a volume of X reayltiug from random mode mixing in
the beam but instead are the statistical variation in the number of photons within
the interaction volume of the atom. The interaction volume is approximated as a
cylinder of end area a , the wultiphoton absorption cross section of the atom^ and
length ct, where t^TT^ —• the uncertainty time for an interaction involving energy
ht , For the expsrimental breakdown beam intensity;, any reasonable choice of tr
gives a number less than one for the number of photons within the interaction volume
whose fluctuations therefore can be quite large, Tozer considers the effects of such
fluctuations on the simultaneous absorption of sufficient photons to directly Ionise
an atom and? on the basis of his calculations^ predicts both a pressure and a volume
dependence for the breakdown. At high pressures Tozer calculates that the breakdown
threshold neld strength should vary with pressure as E CCp-'/Nv
f where Nj, is
the number of photons which need to be absorbed simultaneously to raise the atom to
the first excited state. The1 predicted threshold monotonically decreases with
pressure and offers no explanation for the increasing breakdown threshold observed
experimentally (see Fig. 9). Toaer's theory predicts a volume dependence of the
breakdown electric field strength of the form ^ Of V"'^^, por helium irradiated^wlth
a neodymiurc laser beam, the predicted volume dependence would then be E Q£ V
Experimentally, from the original data used in plotting Figs, 8 and 9* the volume
dependence of the breakdown threshold was determineä to be E^V '-^ a result
which differs by a factor of three in the exponent from that predicted. On the
basis of discrepancies between the predicted and the experimental pressure and
volume dependence of the breakdown threshold, it would not seem that the siultiphoton
theory offered by Tozer gives an adequate account of the optical frequency gas
breakdown.
Microwave Ereateaown Theory
Cascade
to explain
gas breakdown at microwave
8 theories have been developed
^
*«
frequencies ana employed by some to explain optical frequency breakdown.' In the
microwave theory, free electrons gain energy from the applied electromagpsetlc field
as a result- of elastic collisions between the electrons and the atoms or ions of
the breakdown gas. These collisions randomize the ordered oscillitory motion of the
electrons in the electromagnetic field, resulting in a net Increase in the electron
temperature. When they attain sufficient energy, the electrons make inelastic
ionizing collisions with the gas atoms, producing a second generation of electrons>
The increased electron population again gains energy from the applied field and
produces additional generations, the cascade process, for sufficiently high field
strengths, ultimately leading to electrical breakdown of the gas.
The rate of gain of energy by an electron in an electric field, E, is P - eEv,
3olving for the classical motion of an electron in a sinusoidal electric field of
amplitude E and frequency UJ , the average power absorbed by an electron from the
field is

2
p = jd£

r

■m?

•
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vhero 1/ m is the somentum transfer collision frequency. For a given breakdown
volume^ at low pressures the dominant- loss process is diffusion and at high pressures
is elastic energy transfer to the gas atoms. Assuming that only these two loss
processes are important! the rate of tnergy gain by an electron is given by

net

2m

vm2 + wz

A2

M

where D Is the appropriate diffusion coefficient^ M is the mass of a gas atom, and
U is the average electron energy. For a cw applied field, breakdown will occur
for Pnet > 0 f and the breakdown threshold occurs at Pnet =0. At low pressures
where ^m <<<**, if only diffusion is important the breakdown condition becomes
. f^. till.
^•nfcrduui)
Ai/m

At higher pressures, the electron energy is dissipated primarily in elastic collisions
with the gas atoms, and the cw breakdown threshold occurs for

For many gases the mDmentum transfer collision frequency can be represented as
a coastant times the gas pressure; i.e., vm = Cp. Using this relationship, the cw
threshold condition at low and high pressures becomes

AP

Ir {£ U Ul)

low pressures

1 = I
2

2

2

(C P + u» )

i/2

Ti ^2
-^ (^f)
0

high pressures

This cw theory gives for the breakdown threshold as a function of pressure the
decreasing E field at low pressures and increasing E field at high pressures observed
experimentally (the increasing E field definitely observed thus far only with Nd^
irradiation). Similarly, the theory predicts the decreasing breakdown threshold with
diffusion length although the dependence observed experimentally is E ^ A"* as
compared with the E CCA ' predicted.
The irradiating field, however, is not cw but is pulsed with a duration of less
than 100 nsec. On this time scale, for the gases and average electron energies
expected dur'ng the breakdown, electron diffusion, even free diffusion, is not an
important process; i*e,.5 few electrons are lost from the breakdown volume during
the time of its formation. Thus, even at low pressures, for a pulsed E field the
breakdown threshold should be Independent of breakdown volume for the conditions of
these experiments. From Fig. 1, this is definitely not the case^ and it appears
that some form of diffusion-like loss other than simple electron dlffuslo» '.s
limiting the breakdown.

D9202T2-U

If it i- ass\«ned that no losses occur and that all of the energy imparted to
the electrons from the irradiating field goes Into ioniaation, the energy input- rate
calculated from the microwave theory could account for the ionlsatlon observed and
the development of breakdown for the small breakdown volume cases. However, from
Fig. 7, it is evident that the diffusion-like losses present are not Insignificant
and must be considered in evaluating the net energy input to the electrons. Over
the range of focal lengths studied, these diffusion-like losses are still important
at 2U0 psi and diffusion lengths of 1.5 * 10
cm, and from the decreasing curve of
Fig, I, the infinite volume or diffusion-like loss-free breakdown threshold for
helium lies at an E field substantially below the 1.3 x 10D volts per cm measured for
these conditions. By comparison, the loss-free microwave calculations give a
breakdown threshold of 2.U x 10° volts per cm and is evidently not a valid model for
optical frequency breakdown.
There is, in addition, a serious objection to the application of microwave
breakdown theory at optical frequencies. In the microwave tbeory, the electron
between collisions oscillates in response to the applied electroma©ietic field.
The electron velocity then has the form
V^ -

v +

o

ll; (Cos S-Cos tut)

where S is tne initial phase angle of the field; i.e., the phase angle of the field
at the previous collision. The maximum change in velocity between collisions is
then
Vmo. --Vo+2(i|,)
giving a maximum energy change of an electron between collisions of
.2r2
A^-ZmVofeW-n^)

For an electron with energy sufficient to cause ioniz.atlon in argon and an applied
field equal to the breakdown threshold, at microwave frequencies A^ ^ 2 x 10
eV.
Mlcrcvave photon energies are of the order of 10"5 to 10'° eV, and thus the electron
absorbs and emits many microwave quanta per cycle and the electron motion may
properly be considered classically. At optical frequencies, for field strengths
which result in breakdown, A£ is again — 2 x 10"^- eV, but the photon energy in
the case of a ruby laser is l,f6 eV. The change in the electron energy between
collisions is, in this case, a small fraction of the unit available energy, and it
is more reasonable to describe the interaction between the electrons and the optical
frequ^cy field by a quantum picture.
Inverse Brems Strahlung
During an atomic collision an electron may emit a photon by the process of
bremsStrahlung, From detailed balance considerations the reverse reaction, inverse
13
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bremsstrahlung, can also occur in which an electron during a collision with an atom
or an ion in the gas absorbs a photon of energy from the radiation field. Calculation^
of this inverse bremsStrahlung process? first proposed to explain optical frequency gas
breakdown in Ref, 3, have been carried out as part of a parallel Corporate sponsored
program by Professor L. Brown and Dr. P, Mallozzi of Yale Unlverslt/, acting as
consultants to the Research Laboratories. These calculations show, under conditions
where the photon energy Is greater than the classically calculated electron oscillation
energy, that during a collision an electron exchanges energy with the applied electromagnetic field in increments of the photon energy. This result differs in kind from
that obtained above using the classical microwave theory as applied -co optical
frequency and is important in developing an understanding of the physics of the optical
frequency breakdown process.
The calculations which have been carried out have been made for conditions where
the collision frequency of the electrons in the gas is much less than the radian
frequency of the applied field. For electrons whose energy exceeds the field photon
energy, these calculations give algebraically the same rate of energy gain by the
electrons as the classical microwave theory, ^hile for lower energy electrons the
inverse bremsStrahlung rate is greater. For these calculations the atom in an
electron-atom collision is characterized by an effective Z, approximately 0.3 for a
typical atom. The inverse bremsstrahlung collision frequency is a function of the
second power of the effective Z. As the ionizing cascade proceeds, the ions formed
provide a higher Z (Z = l), second body, for the inverse bremsstrahlung collisions.
Calculations are being made to determine whether the electrons formed remain in the
vicinity of the ions sufficiently long that they gain energy at the faster rate this
larger effective Z provides and, in this way, lead to the lower breakdown threshold
observed experimentally.
A phenomenological application of the inverse bremsstrahlung mechanism has been
made by Wright1^ in a paper in which he points out a significant difference between
the microwave and optical frequency cases. At optical frequencies, an atom upon
being raised to the first excited state by a collision with an electron can be
rapidly excited to higher states and ionized by direct photoexcitation and photoionlzation processes. Microwave photons with energies of 10*5 to 10"° eV are too
small to cause such direct excitation, and the ionization must all result from
collis ^ns with electrons heated by the incident radiation. Calculations have been
carried out, viewing the stimulated bremsstrahlung and inverse bremsstrahlung
processes as elements of a one-dimensional random walk of an electron along an
energy axis. With the large energy increments involved in the inverse bremsstrahlung
process, for typical atoms studied only ~ 10 absorption steps are necessary for an
electron to excite or ionize an atom in a collision compared with the thousands of
steps required In the microwave picture. With so few steps, fortuitous collisions
could result in a more rapid ionization in the inverse bremsstrahlung picture even
though the average rates as described above are the same. The calculationsj, however,
show no enhancement of the net ionization rate for the large photon inverse bremsstrahlung
model over the ra^.e predicted by microwave theory unless the number of photons involved
Is of order 1, 2, or 3.

Ik
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An experimental test of the effects of this photon increment- energy transfer
associated with optical frequency breakdown is being undertaken in which measurements
will be made of the development of breakdown in cesium vapor under ruby and neodymium
laser irradiation. An electron upon interacting with a ruby laser photon has
sufficient energy to directly excite the first excited state of cesium, and subsequent
photoexcitation and photolonlzation can lead to rapid Ionisation of the cesium.
Under neodymium irradiation, however, an electron must interact with more than one
photon before it has sufficient energy to excite the cesium. Measurements of the
breakdown threshold of cesium vapor with ruby and neodymium laser irradiation are
being undertaken to determine whether the photon unit energy transfer associated with
inverse bremsBtrahlung energy absorption leads to a markedly different breakdown
threshold in the two cases. With argon or the other gases studied to date, the ratio
of the number of photons absorbed for excitation is small. With either ruby or
neodymium irradiation many collisions are Involved, and the calculations indicate an
energy gain rate and ionization in these gases similar to that calculated by microwave
breakdown theory. For the cesium, however, the ratio of the number of photon absorptions
required is two or more, and the inverse bremsStrahlung picture predicts a much greater
difference between the two thresholds than the microwave breakdown model.

TWELVE-MONTH STATUS EVALUATION AND FUTURE PROGRAM

During the first twelve months of this contract, the following specific objectives
have been accomplished.
a.

Studies of gas breakdown by optical frequency radiation have been carried
out In argon, helium, neon, and air over the pressure range from
atmospheric pressure to 2000 psl using the .69/^ and 1.06^ radiation
from high-intensity ruby and neodymium lasers, respectively. With both
rubv and neodymium radiation, breakdown in air was observed to require
the highest field strength with successively lower field strengths
required for the breakdown in neon, helium, and argon. At low pressures
with either ruby or neodymium laser irradiation, the breakdown threshold
was observed to decrease with pressure varying approximately as -— .

b.

Measurements have been made of the attenuation of the incident giant
laser pulse by the breakdown plasma. For beam intensities slightly
above the breakdown threshold, it was observed with both ruby and
neodymium radiation that more than half of the laser beam energy can be
absorbed in the pi.
nroduced by the breakdown and that over 90^
attenuation of the laser beam can occur during the later portions of
the giant pulse. Measurements of the attenuation of an optical beam by
the breakdown plasma at times following the incident giant pulse have
been carried out using the cw beam from a helium-neon laser and show
that the same 90^ absorption is present for times of the order of
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milliseconds after the formation of the plasma. These measurements
demonstrate an extremely long lifetime for the breakdown plasma and
indicate that plasma losses in the afterglow are extremely small,
c.

Measurements have been made to examine the effects of diffusion-like
losses on the breakdown threshold by varying the focal volume within
which the breakdown is formed. With both ruby and neodymium radiation,
the breakdown threshold for all of the gases studied is inversely
related to the dimensions of the breakdown region; i.e., breakdown
within small focal volumes requires a larger optical frequency electric
field than is necessary for larger volumes. These measurements have
been carried out from atmospheric pressure to 2000 psi, and at all
pressures the same effect is noted. The volume dependent breakdown
threshold implies that even at pressures as high as 2C00 psi, diffusionlike losses play a significant role in the development of optical
frequency breakdown and that the loss-free breakdown threshold
lies at still lower electric field strengths,

d.

In the experiments with neodymium irradiation, for the larger focal
volumes with both helium and argon a pronounced mininwm has been
observed in the breakdown electric field vs. pressure curves. With
ruby irradiation no minimum is observed for helium and that for argon
is less distinct and shii-ed to higher pressures.

e.

Using the breakdown data obtained with ruby and neodymium laser
irradiation, the frequency dependence of the breakdown threshold has
been evaluated. For either argon, helium, or air the lower frequency
neodymium radiation gives a lower breakdown threshold than for ruby
at low pressures. At high pressures the neodymium data approaches
(helium) or crosses (argon'
vt for ruby as a result of the minimum
observed with neodymium; for air the ratio of the neodymium to ruby
breakdown threshold remains approximately constant over the pressure
range studied.

f.

Theoretical studies have been carried out which show that existing
classical models of the breakdown process are not adequate to explain
the phenomena observed at optical frequencies. Multiple photon
theories recently proposed are unable to predict the magnitude of the
E field required for breakdown or the pressure and volume dependence
obtained experimentally. Calculations of the inverse bremsStrahlung
cascade theory of the breakdown process have been carried out for
optical frequencies where the photon energy is greater than the
classically calculated electron oscillation energy and show that an
electron exchanges energy with the applied electromagnetic field In
increments of the photon energy. This result differs in kind from that
obtained using the classical microwave theory and offers an experimental
test to examine the validity of the inverse bremsStrahlung model,
16

On tbe basis of these resultsj the following areas are outlined for irvestlgation
during the next contract period
a.

The presence of diffusion-like losses associated with the development
of breakdown by optical frequency radiation has been demonstrated in
the experiments> but vae origin and nature of these losses is not yet
adequately understood. Existing theories of the optical frequency
breakdown process have made no attempt to Include the effects of
diffusion-like losses, and In order to evaluate these theories, studies
are planned to extend tbe measurements to focal dimensions such that
these losses are no longer significant in the development of breakdown.
Other forms of losses are undoubtedly present, and studies will also be
made of these as they effect a breakdown. In particular, measurements
will be made of the rate of expansion of the breakdovn plasma in an
effort to determine the blast wave kinetic transport losses associate^
with the optical frequency breakdown.

b.

The theoretical- studies have shown that the photon unit energy absorption
of the inverse brems Strahlung model will give results substantially
different from those predicted by the formulas of classical microwave
theory only in the case where excitation or ionization of the gas atoms
occurs in 1, 2, or 3 energy absorption steps. An experimental test o:'
this photon increment energy transfer associated with optical frequency
breakdown will be made by measurements of breakdown in cesium vapor
under ruby and neodymlum irradiation.

c.

A cascade theory of the development of breakdown requires the presence
of initial electrons to start the multiplication process. Experimental
studies are planned to examine the effects of initial ionization within
the focal volume on the breakdown threshold to determine what portion
of the breakdown time is associated with the production of initial
ionization and the subsequent cascade multiplication.

I
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